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PreVeil for CMMC Compliance
Overview
DoD requires all defense contractors and organizations handling CUI to meet CMMC Level 3 
standards. Failure to do so means becoming ineligible to bid on defense contracts.

Popular email and file sharing systems like O365, GSuite and Dropbox are not CMMC compliant.

PreVeil’s Email and Drive however provide a simple, inexpensive, and secure technology solution for 
storing and sharing CUI. Organizations can get on the path to CMMC L3 compliance by using PreVeil 
in conjunction with appropriate policies and procedures, without giving up their O365 or Gmail.

PreVeil Email and Drive
EMAIL: PreVeil Email is an encrypted email service that addresses CMMC requirements for commu-
nication and storage of CUI. It adds an encrypted mailbox to Outlook and Gmail. Users can send and 
receive emails just like they are used to while continuing to use their existing email address.

DRIVE: PreVeil Drive lets users encrypt, store and share their files containing CUI. Users can 
easily access these files from their computers or mobile devices and share them with suppliers 
and partners. Works with Windows Explorer, Mac Finder and on browsers.

PreVeil’s Value
AFFORDABLE: PreVeil is a fraction of the cost of alternatives because only users handling CUI 
require a low-cost, all-inclusive PreVeil license.

EASY TO DEPLOY: Easy to deploy without requiring any change to existing IT infrastructure. 
No servers nor key servers to purchase, provision or maintain.

SECURITY: Provides unrivaled security for protecting CUI. All data is secured using end-to-end 
encryption, which means that the information is only ever encrypted and decrypted on user’s device 
– never on the server. CUI cannot be accessed with stolen passwords nor by using a compromised 
admin’s credentials. Organizations can restrict the flow of CUI to their trusted partners and suppliers.

COMPLIANCE: When combined with relevant policies and procedures, PreVeil enables an 
organization to meet the DoD’s CMMC L3 compliance requirements. 

Why companies choose PreVeil?
Hundreds of defense companies from large Primes to the smallest suppliers have chosen PreVeil to 
comply with CMMC and communicate with their suppliers and partners. PreVeil delivers exceptional 
security that is easy to deploy and use, is highly affordable and supports CMMC Level 3 compliance. 

Business impact PreVeil Microsoft GCC High

CUI Protection End-to-end encryption for email and 
files. Purpose built to protect against 
modern cyber attacks.

Vulnerable to modern attacks. Relies on 
antiquated security model.

Deployment Only needs to be deployed to users 
handling CUI. No changes to existing 
IT infrastructure.

Company-wide implementation.  
High risk of business disruption.

Economics Simple, all inclusive user license 
fee for subset of users.

Expensive. Requires several product 
suites + $30-50k initial setup fees.

Compliance Supports CMMC, DFARS 7012 and 
ITAR compliance.

When custom configured, enables com-
pliance on virtually all relevant controls.


